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PRESENTATIONS

ADOPTED AT COUNCIL 24 JUNE 2011
RESOLUTION

G11.0624.008

Moved Cr Douglas

Seconded Cr La Castra

That the Report of the Economic Development & Tourism Committee Meeting held on
Tuesday, 21 June 2011 covered by Recommendations numbered ED11.0621.001 to
ED11.0621.006 be received.
CARRIED

RESOLUTION

G11.0624.010

Moved Cr Douglas

Seconded Cr La Castra

That the Report of the Economic Development & Tourism Committee’s
Recommendations of Tuesday 21 June 2011, numbered ED11.0621.001 to
ED11.0621.006, be adopted with the exception of:Recommendation Number ED11.0621.005 which was specifically resolved.
CARRIED
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ITEM 6
MAJOR PROJECTS
GOLD COAST CULTURAL PRECINCT – COMMUNITY CONSULTATION OUTCOMES
LG235/46/03/03/01
Refer 115 page attachment
1

BASIS FOR CONFIDENTIALITY

Not Applicable.
2

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Not Applicable.
3

PURPOSE OF REPORT

To provide an update to Council on the outcomes of the recently completed community
consultation process for the Gold Coast Cultural Precinct (GCCP). The process has
generated substantial community interest in the cultural precinct. This report details the
consultative activities undertaken and provides a summary and synthesis of the feedback.
It also outlines proposed next steps in moving this project forward with investigative action
and liaison in progress to develop a formal business case, advance the project brief and
build partnerships with the Queensland and Australian Governments and private sector
through which capital and recurrent funding and in-kind support can be secured for the
development and on-going operation of this significant cultural precinct.
4

PREVIOUS RESOLUTIONS

Council at its meeting of 28 March 2011 resolved G11.0328.033:
“That the public consultation period for the Gold Coast Cultural Precinct Masterplan be
extended until 30 April 2011 and that the Masterplan be displayed for viewing by the public at
Evandale Administration, Nerang Administration, all GCCC Branch Offices and Libraries.”
Council at its meeting of 17 September 2010 resolved G10.0917.009:
“1

That Council notes the potential city transformation and economic benefits that a
redeveloped cultural and civic precinct can bring to the city.

2

That Council notes the high level cost plan.

3

That Council proceed with community consultation and the procurement of
consultants to progress schematic design for the cultural and civic precinct and that a
report be provided to Council presenting the outcomes.

4

That Council notes the potential funding model which is based on securing funding
from State, Federal and private funding partners.

5

That Council acknowledges the outcomes of the Evandale Taskforce and the Mayor
write to the external Taskforce members thanking them for their participation and time
in assisting Council.

6

That Council note that the Evandale Taskforce has endorsed the project scope and
seeks Councils support for this endeavour.

7

That the Evandale Taskforce recommend that Council recognise the significance of
the green bridge connections as a component of the project and further recommends
their inclusion in the project scope and the necessity for detailed investigations.

8

That the Director Economic Development & Major Projects bring forward Terms of
Reference for the ongoing Taskforce to move the project forward.”
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LG235/46/03/03/01

Refer to Attachment 6.1 for additional previous resolutions.
5

DISCUSSION

5.1

Consultation Program

A comprehensive program of consultation has been undertaken to help Council understand
the perceptions and opinions of the community on the proposition to establish the Evandale
site as the city’s primary cultural precinct.
The draft masterplan drawings prepared by architects, Donovan Hill, for the Evandale
Taskforce, present a framework for this endeavour. These were developed through a site
planning study exploring a spectrum of nine options for site layout, scale, size and form of
buildings. This study served two purposes:


to demonstrate a feasible and achievable scope and mix of spaces within the site
corresponding with designated use and facility needs



to enable determination of realistic project cost estimates.

A copy of the GCCP site plan is provided as Attachment 6.2. The broad coast estimate for
the scope of works entailed in this drawing is $284m.
The consultation program was implemented by Council’s Corporate Communications Team
and consultation specialists SKM, over a nine-week period from 28 February to 30 April
2011.
The consultative approach was tailored to:


reach residents and visitors across the whole city and gain feedback representative of all
community interests



target the engagement of key stakeholder groups

Initiatives included:


on-line information with a feedback survey and four Discussion Forums



displays with feedback surveys in public libraries, Council’s Administration and Customer
Service Centres and The Arts Centre



direct mail to 5000+ residential properties in the Evandale vicinity



enquiry lines



presentations and workshops with a range of stakeholder groups

An extensive media and marketing campaign supported these activities to raise awareness
and promote participation.
The Communication Report, May 2011, with details and outcomes of the media and
marketing campaign is provided as Attachment 6.3.
The Gold Coast Cultural Precinct Consultation Report 19 May 2011, is provided as
Attachment 6.4
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5.2

Consultation Outcomes

5.2.1

Levels of Engagement and Feedback

Overall the consultation program was successful in reaching a large audience and gathering
robust quantitative and qualitative feedback. From survey data it can be confirmed that the
data represents a broad cross-section of the Gold Coast community with regard to residential
locality; and a reasonably even gender split with a slightly higher response level from
females. The response rate from young people (under 20 years old) is low with 16-19 year
olds 2.3 per cent and under 16s 0.5 per cent. The response rate of non-residents is also
negligible pointing to a need to employ alternative methods to gain a better understanding of
the perceptions and opinions of these cohorts as part of on-going consultative activities.
Survey: 1340 responses were received to the 13 question survey that was available in hard
copy and on-line. These are tabulated in the GCCP Consultation Report Attachment 6.4.
Discussion Forums: the website posed four questions to encourage on-line discussion. 55
comments were contributed from 34 individuals. These are provided verbatim in the GCCP
Consultation Report Attachment 6.4.
Presentations and workshops: Substantial and valuable feedback and ideas have been
gained through presentations and workshops with stakeholders, special interest groups
including Arts Centre Benefactors and Save Evandale Lake, and Council’s Urban Design
Advisory Board (UDAB). A copy of the UDAB’s presentation 10 May 2011 is provided as
Attachment 6.5.
Enquiries: 49 enquiries by phone (11), email (27) and written submissions (11) in the form of
letter and/or email, were received. Many of the phone and email enquiries were of a general
nature seeking information and clarification. A summary of key issues raised is provided in
the GCCP Consultation Report Attachment 6.4 pp42-43.
Media and marketing campaign: This campaign helped to draw attention to the project and
generate community interest and discussion. This included media management and public
relations, print and radio advertising and distribution of marketing materials through a range
of channels. Media Monitors have estimated that 350,000 people were exposed to the
messages about the Cultural Precinct and the opportunity to have their say on how it should
develop. A diverse range of opinions has been aired through media outlets particularly, Gold
Coast Bulletin and the Hot Tomato and ABC radio networks, with general support for the
concept. A compilation of media coverage and print and web advertising during the
consultation period is provided in the appendices of the Communication Report Attachment
6.3.
5.2.2

Analysis of Feedback

Feedback gathered through the consultation process is substantial. It can be concluded with
certainty that there is significant community support for proceeding with the proposal to
develop the Evandale site as centralised cultural precinct for the city.
From evaluation of survey responses it can be concluded that the general community
sentiment is overwhelmingly supportive of development of the Gold Coast Cultural Precinct.
79.7 per cent of respondents support the development of the Evandale site into a centralised
cultural precinct and 70.7 per cent of respondents expressed support for the masterplan.
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Response rates for facilities that people are most likely to use are highest for a large theatre,
cinemas, an expanded art gallery and restaurants, although there is also strong support for
other facilities indicated in the survey.
61 per cent of respondents indicated they would be likely to use the proposed green
pedestrian bridge and many additional suggestions for facilities were contributed, with a
notable emphasis on outdoor uses of the landscape.
Detailed conclusions drawn from each survey question are provided in the GCCP
Consultation Report Attachment 6.4.
An overall analysis of the feedback gathered through various methods reveals key issues
and areas for improvement, plus additional ideas and opportunities that warrant
consideration for inclusion.
Key issues can be synthesised as follows:


DISTINCTIVE, INNOVATIVE & GREEN: ensuring design of the precinct is forwardthinking, distinctively Gold Coast in style and sympathetic to the natural environment



ACCESSIBLE: improving public and active transport connections and providing adequate
on-site car parking



DIVERSE & ACTIVE: ensuring a greater mix of cultural activities and facilities for all
types and ages of people



PARKLAND RETENTION & ENHANCEMENT: maximising access and enhancing the
parkland, especially the lake and riverfront edges, for community recreation


VALUE: demonstrating and delivering return on financial investment required for the
development

While these issues are significant and entail many considerations, nothing raised in the
feedback is considered insurmountable to address as the project design brief and business
case development proceed in the next stage.
5.3

Ongoing Community Engagement

To maintain the strong community awareness raised and engagement attained through the
media, marketing and consultation activities, it will be important to progressively provide
project updates through the media and other news distribution channels.
For immediate community information about the outcomes of the consultation program:


a draft media release has been prepared. Refer Attachment 6.6; and



the Gold Coast Cultural Precinct Consultation Report and the Communication Report
can be made available on the project website at http://www.ourcityoursay.com.au/

Community engagement will be integral to every step of progressing the project and an
important part of the future Queensland and Australian Government funding processes.
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In the short term, it is intended to invite a range of cultural sector specialists and technical
and design professionals, including UDAB, to contribute to refinement of the project brief.
Cognisant of the low level of participation of young people and visitors, alternative techniques
will be employed to gain an understanding of the perceptions and opinions of people in these
demographic cohorts.
As demonstrated through the Communication Program, on-line techniques are increasingly
utilised and expected for civic information and engagement. Enhancements to the project
website at http://www.ourcityoursay.com.au/ are being investigated to optimise digital
community engagement methods.
A strategy for community engagement through the life of the project will be developed in
collaboration with Corporate Communications.
5.4

Moving the Project Forward

Attachment 6.7 is a diagram representing the next steps envisaged for progressing the
GCCP project.
The next focus of activity will be development of the ‘Business Case’ and refinement of the
project brief. These will necessarily embody strong interdependencies and develop
iteratively. The expected outcomes will be documentation of an initial stage of development
that is defined and demonstrably aligned with the strategic directions of Council, the
Queensland and Australian Governments to enable formal negotiation of partnerships for
capital and recurrent investment. The necessary precursor to this activity is to formalise the
structure and terms for governance and decision-making to steer and manage this immediate
and subsequent stages of the GCCP project.
5.4.1

Project Governance & Decision-Making Framework

Terms of Reference (ToR) are being prepared for a Project Governance and DecisionMaking Framework with groups as outlined in the following table, to steer and manage the
GCCP project. The ToR and identified candidates will be presented for consideration of the
EDT committee.
Layer

Group

Decision
Making
Layer

Economic Development and
Tourism Committee

 Provide approvals for the project
 Input into development of strategic
framework and approval

Gold Coast Cultural Precinct
Project Steering Committee

 Bi-monthly project performance
report
 High level program
 Strategic direction and conduits to
other strategies
 Escalated Issues

Directive
Layer

Role
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Layer

Group

Decision
Making
Layer

Economic Development and
Tourism Committee

 Provide approvals for the project
 Input into development of strategic
framework and approval

Gold Coast Cultural Precinct
Project Steering Committee

 Bi-monthly project performance
report
 High level program
 Strategic direction and conduits to
other strategies
 Escalated Issues

Directive
Layer

5.4.2

Role

Building the Business Case

Arts Queensland (AQ) is the key agency for State Government liaison and coordination for
the GCCP for both capital and non-capital funding support. AQ officers have advised that to
initiate formal consideration of Queensland Government financial support for the capital
project, Council should follow the Project Assurance Framework (PAF).
The PAF is a project management methodology for assessing projects at critical stages in
their lifecycle. This methodology distinguishes the infrastructure component of significant
projects as distinct projects to enable flexibility and optimise efficiency of project delivery
arrangements, while also demanding integration and alignment with core service elements of
the overall project.
The first step, regarded as the pre-project stage is a “Strategic Assessment of Service
Requirement”. AQ have indicated that to satisfy the information requirements for this
assessment, some further work towards development of the ‘business case’ needs to be
undertaken.
GCCP initiation and definition are well advanced and the following reports related to
business planning and analysis are available.


Evandale Cultural Precinct: Delivery and Management Options, Positive Solutions (March
2008); and



GCCP Economic and Cultural Benefit Assessment Report, AEC Group (September
2010)

With the certainty of strong community support for establishment of the GCCP and
encouragement from AQ, it is now timely to bring a focus to building the formal business
case for the project. This will necessitate detailed investigation and evaluation of the
following:


GCCP operational needs and opportunities;



GCCP operational governance and management models;
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GCCP economic modelling and forecasting of cost and revenue generation;



Capital project delivery models;



Capital project and operational funding options (public sector capital grants and
subsidies, public and private sector operational partnerships, sponsorships, philanthropy,
integration with Commonwealth Games bid etc);



Strategic alignment with government priorities (Local, State and Federal);



Citywide audit of cultural networks, including capital facilities, programs (training,
mentoring, internships, grants or other support for emerging artists/technicians) and
events (performance, festivals, markets etc.), and on-line resources;



Citywide audit of collections and programs, public and private, aligned to the galleries,
libraries, archives and museums (GLAM) sector; and


Citywide audit of creative industries, institutional and private, existing and emergent.

With a complex project like the GCCP, there is necessary iteration and intense focus on
business case and project brief development to underpin the financial and economic
sustainability of the project and its on-going operation. These aspects will be critical to
demonstrating eligibility and merit in securing substantial commitment of funding through
Queensland and Australian Government funding programs which are fundamental to
achievement of the proposed GCCP.
5.4.3

Refining the Project Brief

The next step in refining the project brief entails:


addressing issues arising through the community consultation;



including, where feasible, additional opportunities identified;



incorporating outcomes of technical investigations.

The expected outcome will be a project brief that elaborates on the publicised masterplan
drawings and ensures that:


design of the precinct is forward-thinking, distinctively Gold Coast in style and
sympathetic to the natural environment



public and active transport connections are optimised and adequate and appropriately
and located on-site car parking is designed



allowance is made for a diverse mix of cultural activities and facilities for all types and
ages of people



enhancement and access to the parkland are optimised, especially the lake and riverfront
edges, for a range of active and passive community recreation and entertainment uses
and nature conservation



the capital assets developed and future operation of the precinct deliver optimal return on
financial investment

Additional planning investigations will feed into this project brief refinement, including:


Principles and initiatives for achieving ESD best practice;



Articulation of what we mean by forward-thinking and distinctively Gold Coast;
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A landscape strategy that set ambitions for the uses, modification and enhancement
(including public art) of outdoor spaces and circulation



Opportunities presented by emerging information and communication technologies; and



Technical studies: existing conditions assessment, capital asset valuations, transport and
traffic, hydraulics, geotechnical

It is intended that this work will be led by the Project Control Group (PCG) in consultation
with the Project Internal Reference Group (PIRG), as well as UDAB and other participants
selected for their strategic connections and/or expertise, with a view to presenting the
outcomes to the EDT committee.
6

ALIGNMENT TO BOLD FUTURE VISION, CORPORATE PLAN, OPERATIONAL
PLAN

3.4 Vibrant community and cultural hubs meet local needs and enliven activity
3.4.1 Establish a major cultural precinct at Evandale supported by localised cultural hubs and
specialised cultural infrastructure spread across the city
3.4.2 Continue to implement a cultural infrastructure network that keeps pace with
community growth and expectations
7

FUNDING AND RESOURCING REQUIREMENTS

Budget and Funding Considerations
As at 13 May 2011 the GCCP project has incurred expenditure and commitments totalling
$293,000 from the Major Projects capital budget (cost centre 555) for 2010/11. An overview
of the costs incurred this year is indicated below.
Community consultation

$120,000

Including original $80k budget, expenses incurred associated with DVD
production and extension of consultation initiatives and duration
Masterplan consultancy work

$160,000

Including architectural, economic planning, quantity surveying, ESD
review, topographical survey
Other

$13,000

Including Ideas Competition costs, previous consultation and taskforce
expenses
The current budget submission for 2011-12 budget process is for $500,000 to enable
progression of the project as represented diagrammatically in Attachment 6.7. The forecast
scope of expenditure includes costs related to business case and project brief development,
technical investigations and implementation of the community engagement strategy.
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Human Resources
Activities in relation to the GCCP project will continue to be led by officers within Council’s
Major Projects Branch, Office of City Architect and Heritage, and Corporate
Communications. Project advancement will necessitate increasing involvement of officers
from other Council work areas, particularly as the Project Control Group and Project Internal
Reference Group membership is determined.
8

RISK MANAGEMENT

At this stage the GCCP project presents multiple moderate and major beneficial outcomes
and no deleterious effects.
There are variables that critically impact on the GCCP project, most notably Council’s ESD
Workplace project, the 2018 Commonwealth Games bid. It is important to continue with
business case development and project brief refinement, watchful on the timing and
outcomes of decisions on these variables, to build a solid foundation and support funding
partnerships.
The major current risk is that if the project does not proceed, the cultural sector and cultural
activity within the Gold Coast region will be unable to realise its full potential.
There is also risk that the strong community awareness and support for the project that has
grown through the consultation process will diminish over time. A strategy for community
engagement through the life of the project will be developed in collaboration with Corporate
Communications.
As the project progresses a Risk Assessment and Management Plan will be developed in
accordance with Council’s Enterprise Risk Management Framework.
9

STATUTORY MATTERS

Not Applicable at this stage.
10

COUNCIL POLICIES

Not Applicable.
11

DELEGATIONS

Not Applicable.
12

COORDINATION & CONSULTATION

In the table below, identify how internal and external stakeholders have been involved /
participated in the proposal to date and the outcome of that participation.
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Name and/or Title of the
Stakeholder Consulted

Directorate or
Organisation

City Architect
Marketing Strategist Corporate
Communications
Coordinator Community
Consultation
Manager Facilities Management
Manager Community Venues
and Services
Manager Library Services and
Cultural Development
Coordinator Cultural Planning
and Development
Chairman, The Arts Centre
Board
General Manager, The Arts
Centre
Friends of the Arts Centre

PET
CG

Is the Stakeholder Satisfied
With Content of Report and
Recommendations (Yes/No)
(comment as appropriate)
Yes
Yes

CG

Yes

CS
CS

Yes
Yes

CS

Yes

CS

Yes

The Arts Centre

Yes

The Arts Centre

Yes

Friends of The Arts
Centre

Yes

13

STAKEHOLDER IMPACTS

See section 5.1 above for staff who have been consulted on potential positive and negative
impacts prior to this report going forward.
14

TIMING

Not Applicable.
15

CONCLUSION

Feedback gained through the consultation program provides certainty of community support
for development of the Gold Coast Cultural Precinct at Council’s Evandale site.
Without a pinnacle cultural hub and destination, cultural networks, activity and enterprise
within the Gold Coast region will be unable to realise their full potential.
The ESD Workplace project and 2018 Commonwealth Games bid impact critically on the
GCCP project, however, it is important to continue with business case development and
project brief refinement to build a solid foundation and support for substantial and long term
funding partnerships.
Consultation feedback provides clear direction and some additional ideas for inclusion as the
project design brief and business case development proceed in the next stage. Matters
raised in objection to the draft masterplan drawings can be examined and addressed through
this process.
To maintain and foster the strong community awareness and support for the GCCP project
that has grown through the consultation process, it will be important to develop and
implement a Community Engagement Strategy for the life of the project.
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To move forward in a way that most suitably positions the project to secure investment from
the Australian and Queensland Governments, the next focus of activity needs to develop the
‘Business Case’ and refine the project brief in ways that will satisfy the information needs of
the Queensland Government’s Project Assurance Framework.
The necessary precursor to this activity is to formalise the structure and terms for
governance and decision-making to steer and manage this immediate and subsequent
stages of the GCCP project. Work is underway on preparing ToR and identified candidates
for the series of decision-making and working groups for consideration of the EDT
committee.
The iterative process developing the business case and project brief in tandem will be
complex and intensive. Some of the necessary planning investigations and technical studies
are underway such as a review of principles and initiatives for achieving ESD best practice
and investigation of capital works delivery options (from traditional to Public-Private
Partnership models). A project plan and program will be prepared to map out the many
elements and tasks and timeframes associated with this next stage of progressing the GCCP
project.
16

RECOMMENDATION

It is recommended that Council resolves as follows:
1

That Council note the overall outcome of the Gold Coast Cultural Precinct
consultation program which substantiates that there is significant community support
for proceeding with the proposal to develop the Evandale site as the primary cultural
precinct for the City (79.9 per cent) and 70.7 per cent supporting the site masterplan
presented.

2

That Council note the synthesis of key issues arising through the consultation
program as:
a

DISTINCTIVE, INNOVATIVE & GREEN: ensuring design of the precinct is
forward-thinking, distinctively Gold Coast in style and sympathetic to the natural
environment;

b

ACCESSIBLE: improving public and active transport connections and providing
adequate on-site car parking;

c

DIVERSE & ACTIVE: ensuring a greater mix of cultural activities and facilities for
all types and ages of people;

d

PARKLAND RETENTION & ENHANCEMENT: maximising access and enhancing
the parkland, especially the lake and riverfront edges, for community recreation;

e

VALUE: demonstrating and delivering return on financial investment required for
the development;

and that all community feedback be considered and addressed as the project design
brief and business case development proceed in the next stage.
3

That the Gold Coast Cultural Precinct Consultation Report and the Communication
Report to be made publicly available on the project website.

4

That a Community Engagement Strategy for on-going community information and
participation through the life of the project be developed, including particular attention
to engagement of visitors and people under 20 years of age.
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5

That a further report be brought back to Council with:

6

a

the proposed Project Governance and Decision-Making Framework; and

b

detail of the project plan for moving the project forward as outlined in the diagram
- Attachment 6.7

That the Director Economic Development and Major Projects progress discussions
with Queensland and Australian Government agencies with prospective partnership
interests in the Gold Coast Cultural Precinct.

Author:

Authorised by:

Tory Jones
Executive Coordinator Major Projects

Darren Scott
Director Economic Development & Major
Projects

14 June 2011
TRACKS REF: Document3

COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION ED11.0621.006
moved Cr Grew
seconded Cr La Castra

1

That Council note the overall outcome of the Gold Coast Cultural Precinct
consultation program which substantiates that there is significant community
support for proceeding with the proposal to develop the Evandale site as the
primary cultural precinct for the City (79.9 per cent) and 70.7 per cent supporting
the site masterplan presented.

2

That Council note the synthesis of key issues arising through the consultation
program as:
a

DISTINCTIVE, INNOVATIVE & GREEN: ensuring design of the precinct is
forward-thinking, distinctively Gold Coast in style and sympathetic to the
natural environment;

b

ACCESSIBLE: improving public and active transport connections and
providing adequate on-site car parking;

c

DIVERSE & ACTIVE: ensuring a greater mix of cultural activities and
facilities for all types and ages of people;

d

PARKLAND RETENTION & ENHANCEMENT: maximising access and
enhancing the parkland, especially the lake and riverfront edges, for
community recreation;

e

VALUE: demonstrating and delivering return on financial investment
required for the development;

and that all community feedback be considered and addressed as the project
design brief and business case development proceed in the next stage.
1

That the Gold Coast Cultural Precinct Consultation Report and the
Communication Report to be made publicly available on the project website.

2

That a Community Engagement Strategy for on-going community information
and participation through the life of the project be developed, including particular
attention to engagement of visitors and people under 20 years of age.
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3

4

That a further report be brought back to Council with:
a

the proposed Project Governance and Decision-Making Framework; and

b

detail of the project plan for moving the project forward as outlined in the
diagram - Attachment 6.7

That the Director Economic Development and Major Projects progress
discussions with Queensland and Australian Government agencies with
prospective partnership interests in the Gold Coast Cultural Precinct.
CARRIED

There being no further business the meeting closed at 3.30pm.
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ATTACHMENT 6.1.1
PREVIOUS COUNCIL RESOLUTIONS
Council at its meeting of 26 July 2010 resolved G10.0726.012
“1

That the following Evandale Taskforce recommendation in regards to the master plan
be adopted.
a

Position the new precinct on the sites that are currently the Council administration
and Arts centre buildings.

b

The main elements of the precinct will be the performance theatre, art gallery,
drama theatre, discovery centre and events terrace and civic building.

c

That the master plan allow for staged development with stage one consisting of
at least the performance theatre, drama theatre and art gallery.

2

That a refined master plan be brought before Council by the end of September 2010 as
it will be used to conduct community consultation and form the basis for external
funding applications.

3

That a further report be brought back to Council with the economic impact model and
detailed funding plan for the cultural and civic precinct.

4

That a detailed design be developed based upon the above master plan
recommendations.

5

That the Evandale Taskforce will terminate at the end of September 2010.

6

That Council commit to a Robina or Southport development of office space to allow for
the redevelopment of the Evandale administration centre.”

Council at its meeting of 9 March 2010 resolved ED10.0309.003:
“1

That Council note the reports on the Evandale Taskforce meetings and its
recommendations.

2

That Council notes that the detailed design brief:

3

a

should not allow for modification of the Nerang River, the construction of an island
or removal of the lake.

b

will focus the identified stage one components to the current built profile with no
development east of the current buildings.

That Council notes that the on going community engagement, along with a
community event will take place at Evandale prior to the
master plan being completed to gather community input.

4

That Council notes there has been no specific recommendation from the taskforce in
regard to green bridge connections.”

Council at its meeting of 2 November 2009 resolved in part G09.1102.011:
“1

That Council note the results of the Gold Coast Civic and Cultural Precinct Master
Plan Ideas Competition judging panel.

2

That Council notes that selected Gold Coast Civic and Cultural Precinct Master Plan
Ideas Competition submissions will be displayed in Council’s libraries and
administration centres for a period of time.
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ATTACHMENT 6.1.2
3

That Council notes that the Evandale Precinct Taskforce will utilise ideas from the
Gold Coast Civic and Cultural Precinct Master Plan Ideas Competition to develop a
detailed design brief for the potential redevelopment of the Evandale site.

4

That Council agree to extend the current terms of reference for the Evandale
Precinct Taskforce to end of July 2010 in order for them to oversee the development
of the detailed design brief.

5

That Council notes detailed economic and funding models will be developed.

6

That Council notes a budget request for ongoing funding will be presented to 201011 the special budget committee.”

Council at its meeting of 26 June 2009 resolved in part G09.0626.017:
“1

That Council notes the progress report of the Evandale Taskforce.

2

That Council endorses the functional uses and space allocations identified in Table 1
of the report for the purpose of the Design Competition, with a variation to the 2nd
dot point under the heading ’Council Administration Offices’ such that it reads:
“approximate area between 4,500m2 to 8,000 m2”.”

Council at its meeting of 22 June 2009 resolved in part G09.0622.001:
“That a report be presented to Council at the earliest opportunity to provide a progress report
on the discussions and recommendations of the Evandale Taskforce and to allow a review
by Council of the workplace and cultural footprint requirements within the civic centre
precinct.”
Council at its meeting of 9 March 2009 resolved G09.0309.009:
“1

That Council note the proposed Evandale Master Plan process and endorse, in
principal, the appointment of suitably qualified design experts to prepare the Evandale
Master Plan.

2

That the appointment of the above consultants and preparation of the master plan be
undertaken once Council’s Evandale Precinct Task Force has had the opportunity to
assess planning constraints, flooding issues and a needs analysis of specific cultural,
civic and workplace uses that will be appropriate for the Evandale site, and present
their deliberations to Council for consideration.

3

That Council notes the budget request for 2009/10 will be presented to the special
budget committee process.”

Council at its meeting of 2 February 2009 resolved in part G09.0202.031
“5

That the Council proceed as a matter of priority to address all aspects of part 4 (as
below) of Council Resolution G08.1124.003 of its meeting of 24 November 2008 so as
to inform its future deliberations around staff accommodation.
That, for future consideration and as a component of the long term accommodation
solution, the CEO bring forward a process to include a tendered design for a cultural
heart and iconic ESD Workplace at Evandale ensuring that all buildings are
constructed or renovated so that they meet the NABERS 5 star standard in their
environmental performance.
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The design and process is to include:

6

a)

Workplace of up to 25,000m2 GFA;

b)

Integration with a whole of site civic and cultural precinct;

c)

Enhanced and/or new pedestrian linkages to Surfers Paradise;

d)

Commercial car parking;

e)

Adequate opportunities for community feedback and consultation in the design
process.”

That Council establishes the Evandale Precinct Task Force and that the terms of
reference for the task force be as set out in Attachment 1 with an amendment to the
membership to include the following additions:
Chair of Gold Coast Arts Centre Board
Representative of the Friends of the Arts Centre .
City Planning Committee Chairperson, Cr Shepherd, in place of Cr La Castra.”
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Appendix 1
PO Box 5042 Gold Coast MC Qld 9729
goldcoastcity.com.au

Media Coverage during the consultation.
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13 April 2011 ................................................................................................................................... 38
15 April 2011 ................................................................................................................................... 39
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27 April 2011 ................................................................................................................................... 40
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1 JANUARY 2011
Style magazine
“5 minutes with John Paul Langbroek”
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ATTACHMENT 6.3.2
19 JANUARY 2011
Gold Coast Sun, General News, Page 4
“Council resumes project debates”

Gold Coast Sun, General News, Page 1
“Eddy's War On Spending”
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24 JANUARY 2011
ABC Gold and Tweed Coasts (Gold Coast) Mornings - 8:35 AM
Nicole Dyer
Dyer discusses the cost of rebuilding after the Qld floods. Dyer will talk to a Councillor about
whether now is the time to invest millions of dollars into a cultural precinct at Evandale. Dyer
plays a clip of Kerry Watson, Chairman of the Gold Coast Arts Centre, discussing why he
believes this is worthy long-term investment.
Dyer is now joined by Eddy Sarroff, Councillor, Gold Coast City Council, who is opposed to the
project going ahead and has organised a protest meeting tonight. She is also joined by Jan Grew,
Councillor, Robina Council, who is in favour of the centre.
Sarroff details his concerns. He mentions the amount of money required to build the
accommodation project at Robina and the cultural precinct. Sarroff says that the amount that will
need to be borrowed is 'unsustainable'. He says that the council needs look after the staff they
already have, instead of relocating them. Grew says they won't be borrowing $500m tomorrow,
and instead the project will be spanned over 20 years.
She says this plan has been on the cards for 15 years and in December the Council finally made
'the right decision'. Grew says it is vital for the cultural precinct to go ahead but the staff be moved
to Robina. Sarroff says suggests the project could go ahead on different land in the future, such
as at Southport, but only if funds become available. Grew points out that it is currently a buyers
market and 'the worst time ever' to buy a piece of land.
Sarroff points out that they already own the Transit Centre and this office space is not being
utilised. Grew says that business people in Robina are very keen to see another building in the
precinct. She mentions how much potential the area has, with the biggest shopping centre in
South East Qld, expansions to Robina Hospital and great railway stations and parking. Sarroff
says he is expecting a good turn out tonight at the Burleigh Waters Community Centre. Dyer
wants to hear from listeners' views.
Interviewees: Eddy Sarroff, councillor, Gold Coast City Council; Jan Grew, Councillor, Robina
Council; Kerry Watson, Chairman of the Gold Coast Arts Centre.
Duration: 11.07
ABC Gold Coast 13:00 News
Newsreader
“Two Gold Coast City Councillors are at odds over plans to build a cultural centre at Evandale
and an administration centre at Robina. Eddy Sarroff, Councillor, Gold Coast City Council, says
the combined cost of $484million would mean heavy borrowings.
Jan Grew, Councillor, Robina Council disagrees.
Interviewees: Eddy Sarroff, councillor, Gold Coast City Council; Jan Grew, Councillor, Robina
Council
Duration: 1.09
Hot Tomato (Gold Coast)14:00 News - 2:01 PM
Newsreader
Plans to relocate the Gold Coast Council Administration Building to Robina will go before the
public tonight at Burleigh Waters Community Centre. The community is being urged to voice their
opinion on the controversial $256m project which will turn the Evandale Headquarters into a new
cultural precinct.
Councillor Eddy Sarroff says he does not want the chambers built on loan.
Interviewees: Eddy Sarroff, Councillor, Gold Coast Regional Council
Duration: 0.44
ABC Gold and Tweed Coasts (Gold Coast) Mornings - 8:57 AM
Nicole Dyer
Dyer asks listeners whether they think Gold Coast City Council prOcede with their plans to build a
cultural precinct at Evandale, or whether, in light of the recent flooding, the project should be put
on hold.
Caller Marnia says she agrees with Jan Grew, Councillor, Robina Council. She says, while the
timing is unfortunate, this is a long-term project that has been on the cards for some time. Marnia
says she loves the Arts Centre and would visit the new precinct often.
Duration: 2.13
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ATTACHMENT 6.3.4
2 FEBRUARY 2011
Gold Coast Bulletin, General News, Page 7
“La Castra says $256m HQ essential”
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ATTACHMENT 6.3.5
16 FEBRUARY 2011
Gold Coast Sun, General News, Page 3
“Tough talks ahead on budget”

23 FEBRUARY 2011
Gold Coast Sun, General News, Page 5
“Cuts could hit local projects”
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ATTACHMENT 6.3.6
2 MARCH 2011
Channel 9 Gold Coast Gold Coast News - 5:57 PM
Rob Readings
“Gold Coast Council has unveiled plans for a redeveloped arts and culture precinct on its
current site at Evandale. It is lobbying the Qld and Fed Govts for $250m to make the project
happen.
Susie Douglas, Gold Coast Councillor, says the project may be included in the Gold Coast's
bid for the 2018 Commonwealth Games. Douglas says she has met with Anna Bligh,
Queensland Premier, and she has told her that she would fully support the Gold Coast's bid.”
Interviewees: Kerry Watson, Arts Centre Chairman; Ron Clarke, Mayor, Gold Coast; Susie
Douglas, Gold Coast Councillor
Duration: 1.32
Gold Coast Bulletin Website - www.goldcoast.com.au
“Evandale Masterplan unveiled”
A SUCCESSFUL Commonwealth Games bid could be the kick start the Evandale cultural
precinct
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ATTACHMENT 6.3.8
Gold Coast Sun, General News, Page 10
“Chance for have a say residents to on precinct”

ABC Gold and Tweed Coasts (Gold Coast) Mornings - 8:55 AM
Nicole Dyer
Interview with Kerry Watson, Chairman, Gold Coast Arts Centre A museum, art gallery and
large performing arts centre are included in a draft plan for the Evandale Cultural Precinct
being unveiled today. Watson says the design released today may not be the final design as
residents of the Gold Coast need to have their say.
There is a concept for a 5000 square metre Art Gallery. Watson is still concerned over
funding but this precinct will be developed over a decade, so he does not believe the funding
will be excessive. He thinks the State Govt is very keen to find it, as part of their
Commonwealth Games bid. Local and State Govts will need to announce their commitment
before a bid document has to be sent in tow months. The draft will stay on show until the
18th of March.
Interviewees: Kerry Watson, Chairman, Gold Coast Arts Centre
Duration: 4.38
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ATTACHMENT 6.3.9
Gold Coast Bulletin, General News, Page 6
“Games Could Spark Culture Outbreak”

Gold FM (Gold Coast) 12:00 News
Newsreader
“Gold Coast residents will get look at the draft master plan for the city's new cultural
precinct.”
Interviewees: Ron Clarke, Mayor, Gold Coast City Council.
Duration: 0.22
ABC Gold and Tweed Coasts (Gold Coast) 17:30 News
Newsreader
The Gold Coast City Council believes a new $300million cultural precinct will improve its
chances of hosting the 2018 Commonwealth Games over Sri Lanka's Hamnantota. The
announcement is to be made in November. Gold Coast Councillor Susie Douglas says the
project will require state and federal funding and so far has Qld Premier Anna Bligh's
support.
Interviewees: Susie Douglas, Councillor, Gold Coast City Council
Duration: 0.41
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ATTACHMENT 6.3.10
NBN Gold Coast (Gold Coast) News 6:12 PM
Gold City Council says it won't give up lobbying the Fed and State Govts for $250 million
needed to fund a proposed cultural precinct. In plans unveiled today, the project would see a
state-of-the-art lyric theatre and art gallery built at council's current chambers. Kerry Watson,
Chairman, Arts Centre Gold Coast, says every city needs a cultural base. Ron Clarke,
Mayor, Gold Coast City, says it is essential the cultural headquarters is at a standard the
Gold Coast deserves.
Interviewees: Kerry Watson, Chairman, Arts Centre Gold Coast; Ron Clarke, Mayor, Gold
Coast City
Duration: 1.36
8 MARCH 2011
Gold Coast Bulletin, General News, Page 7
“Cultural centre would earn $1 b a year, say art lovers”
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ATTACHMENT 6.3.11
9 MARCH 2011
Life Gold Coast, General News, Page 10
“Opinions Huff and Puff”
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ATTACHMENT 6.3.12
10 MARCH 2011
Gold Coast Bulletin, General News, Page 6
“Cultural plan more cringe than iconic”
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ATTACHMENT 6.3.13
14 MARCH 2011
Gold Coast Bulletin, Business News, Page 22
“UDAB board keeps a lid on plans”

16 MARCH 2011
Gold Coast Sun, General News, Page 32
“Two days to have a say”
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ATTACHMENT 6.3.14
17 MARCH 2011
Gold Coast Bulletin website
“Cultural precinct overdue”
LET'S talk cultural precinct. You know, the one proposed at the Evandale. Regular readers
know I'm not one to blow council's trumpet, but for once I will. It would appear it is finally
trying to make this precinct a reality.
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ATTACHMENT 6.3.15
30 MARCH 2011
Gold Coast Sun, Front Page
“Mayor backs May Clarke charts course to build political legacy.”
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ATTACHMENT 6.3.16
5 APRIL 2011
Gold Coast Bulletin, General News
“Tate tips boobs rebound”
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ATTACHMENT 6.3.17
6 APRIL 2011
Gold Coast Sun General News, Page 11 and 30
“Input call on precinct”
“Councillor Crichlow calls for all residents to be involved”

7 APRIL 2011
4CA AM (Cairns) John Mackenzie - 7/04/2011 9:22 AM
John MacKenzie
MacKenzie reads a story from The Courier Mail about Gold Coast Mayor Ron Clarke saying
that residents were hurting due to the slowdown in construction Gold Coast, the drop in
tourist numbers following the natural disasters, and the State Government's 'addiction' to
revenue increases.
MacKenzie comments that Cairns' construction and tourism industries were already 'wiped
out' before the natural disasters in New Zealand, Japan and Queensland. MacKenzie says at
least the Gold Coast Council is trying to halve rate rises while the local council is 'spending
like a drunken sailor' on the Cultural Precinct. Clarke said people were not spending in the
area due to outrageous electricity, water and fuel prices. MacKenzie comments that Cairns
has avoided the water rises 'so far' although there has been no
long-term planning on water needs in the north. MacKenzie says people are refusing to
discuss a dam. MacKenzie says listeners should talk to Campbell Newman today about the
LNP view on future water needs.
Duration: 2.12
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13 APRIL 2011
Gold Coast Sun - Central, 13/04/11, General News, Page 5
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ATTACHMENT 6.3.19
15 APRIL 2011
Gold Coast Bulletin, 15/04/11, General News, Page 4
Rates set to soar 6.7pc
By: Jessica Elder
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ATTACHMENT 6.3.20
16 APRIL 2011
Weekend Gold Coast Bulletin, 16/04/11, General News, Page 23

27 APRIL 2011

Gold Coast Sun – Central Page: 1 General News
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ATTACHMENT 6.3.21
30-APR-2011
Weekend Gold Coast Bulletin Page: 15 General News
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ATTACHMENT 6.5.1
URBAN DESIGN ADVISORY BOARD PRESENTATION 10 MAY 2011

GOLD COAST CULTURAL CENTRE & PRECINCT
MASTERPLAN

A SECOND PRESENTATION FROM COUNCIL’S
URBAN DESIGN ADVISORY BOARD
10 MAY 2011

What are we trying to create
• A centre for artistic expression & cultural
development – a picture of what we were, what we
are & what we can be.
• It should be a hive of activity from early morning ‘til
after midnight, alive with people.
• A hub for design, music, dance, drama & learning
filled with the vibrancy of developing talent through
to the performances of gifted professionals.
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We spoke about what will define us?

We agreed this must be a civic complex
with permanence
• It is a place to display our history, our unique
biodiversity, our talent and our modern lifestyle
- a magnifying glass into who we are.
• It is an opportunity to tell the world that we are a city and
not just a tourist destination
- we have a heart, we have a soul, a purpose.
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We want to be proud of what we have created
and will create.

We spoke of making the most of the whole site
to provide many opportunities for expression,
activity and relaxation .
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We spoke of the importance of landscape
planning and the quality of public spaces.
We spoke about the importance of connecting
to the water. We are a “waters edge” city the site is almost surrounded by water.
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• Lake and river offer potential for a range of
waterfront treatments and experiences
• It should provide an urban edge facing north
• Water should be theme that permeates the site
• The use of water on the site should showcase
environmental sustainability
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ATTACHMENT 6.5.6

We spoke of the importance of landscape
•
•

Provide settings for art
A variety of hard & soft landscaped treatments can
offer precinct richness and distinction.

We spoke of the need to diminish the
impact of cars and have pedestrians
dominate the Precinct.
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ATTACHMENT 6.5.7

We spoke of the need to be connected to the
city
• Particularly the light rail – hence a pedestrian
bridge to Chevron Island must be a strong
legible element

We agreed to have appropriate sub tropical
design with well shaded buildings
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And we do need to connect with water.
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GOLD COAST CULTURAL PRECINCT
COMMUNITY CONSULTATION OUTCOMES MEDIA RELEASE
Dan Skuse– Corporate Communication
Media
enquiries:
Phone: 07 5581 6976
Mobile: 0424 778 562
Email: dskuse@goldcoast.qld.gov.au
Friday 10 June 2011

Community gives thumbs up to cultural precinct
The verdict is in on the proposed new Gold Coast cultural precinct – and it is an
overwhelming ‘yes’.
A community consultation report presented to Council’s Economic Development and Tourism
Committee today revealed more than 1300 submissions were received, with almost 80
percent of respondents in favour of the proposal.
Committee Chair Cr Susie Douglas said the strong community support for the project was
not a surprise.
“It is great to see so many people providing feedback on the cultural precinct project and it
clearly demonstrates the strong desire to see greater emphasis on culture and the arts on
the coast,” said Cr Douglas.
“79.7 percent of submissions were in favour of redeveloping the Evandale site into a
centralised cultural precinct and just over 70 per cent supported the draft masterplan.
“This community feedback says in no uncertain terms that the vast majority of residents want
this project. As the country’s sixth largest city, we need a cultural heart that can not only
cater for a growing number of residents, but can also attract the large scale theatre and
entertainment productions that currently only tour capital cities.
“Although for now, the Evandale site remains encumbered by the existing Council
administration centre, the community’s endorsement gives us strong leverage in our future
efforts to secure funding for the project from other levels of government.”
The Committee recommended Council develop an updated project brief and business case
to progress the project. The consultation report is publicly available on Council’s website at
www.ourcityoursay.com.au
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GOLD COAST CULTURAL PRECINCT
DIAGRAM REPRESENTING HOW TO MOVE THE PROJECT FORWARD

Gold Coast
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